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[ ] LinkedIn

• [ ] Update your profile using your resume as a guide. 
• [ ] Supply a professional photograph. 
• [ ] Build your network through your address book, schools, and former employers. 
• [ ] Seek out (and give) recommendations. 
• [ ] Take the necessary steps to complete your profile to 100%. 

[ ] Twitter

• [ ] Follow these applicant-recommended Twitter lists 
• [ ] Save twitter searches pertinent to your area of expertise. It will prove a big time-saver on 

your daily routine. 
• [ ] Follow people in your field—they’ll keep you connected AND informed on relevant trends 

you could otherwise miss out on while you’re out of work. 
• [ ] Connect your Twitter feed to LinkedIn—with the limited option so that only tweets marked 

#in get included in your status updates. 

[ ] Local/Trade-specific Professional Social Networks

• [ ] Join at least 1 regional (and professional) social network. 
• [ ] Join at least 1 trade-specific social network. 
• [ ] Cross-connect with people in these networks on other social platforms—doing this enhances 

connections that are already very strong. 

[ ] Facebook

• [ ] Organize your facebook privacy settings to ensure that professional contacts see only 
professional information, OR 

• [ ] Set up a fan page for your professional services 
• [ ] Streamline your facebook applications and groups—not only to clean up your online image, 

but also to help you focus on professional endeavors. Mafia Wars will not help you find a (real) 
job. 

[ ] Bookmarking/site sharing networks

• [ ] Digg 
• [ ] StumbleUpon 
• [ ] Delicious 
• [ ] Insert one of the 100s of other services here: ______________ 
• [ ] Search for topics relevant to your industry and become fans/friends of the people who share 

them, like them, or vote them up. 

[ ] FriendFeed—this service provides a great way to consolidate your social media experience and 
streamline your efforts. [ ] Choose your favorite streamlining application (tweetdeck, seesmic, etc.)
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Build Your Brand—Providing Content
[ ] Create a blog.

• [ ] Pick a format you can maintain. If you’ve got a knack for writing, designing, and/or linking 
great content, choose a platform that showcases your skills and knowledge. But you can still 
keep it simple with a tumblr account or posterous (which requires no setup). 

• [ ] Populate your blog with a few basic posts, links, and, of course, your resume. 
• [ ] Consider disguising a few answers to popular interview questions as blog posts—give them 

your personal spin and flair—and you’ll be armed with great preparation for an in-person 
interview. 

[ ] Create a Gravatar/OpenID—This will make it easier for you to get your name and wisdom out 
there on relevant blogs and Web sites (on various platforms) without needing to register for every 
commentary format known to humankind. [ ] Video Interview/ YouTube. If and ONLY if you have a 
strong visual presence and are comfortable and capable of doing your image justice.

Daily Routines

• [ ] Do something that has nothing to do with the world of social media—stay grounded, and 
make a schedule. 

• [ ] Update your LinkedIn status (with an #in tag via Twitter) with an enthusiastic summary of 
your core mission for the day. 

• [ ] Check relevant job search areas on LinkedIn 
• [ ] Check your key twitter searches and groups—at least 3 times daily. 
• [ ] Spend at least 5 minutes or so providing updates/commenting on topics that have nothing to 

do with work—people need to know you’re a real human being. 
• [ ] Make someone smile. Keep it clean and professional (stay away from NSFW posts) but 

remind people that you’re someone they like as well as respect and admire. 
• [ ] Apply to jobs you’ve discovered. 
• [ ] Email 10 personal contacts to catch up, including a reminder that you’re looking for a job 

and a request for any leads they might know about. 
• [ ] Bookmark, digg, stumble, tweet, etc., a few helpful links you’ve discovered on any of your 

networks—comment when appropriate. 
• [ ] Leave positive, meaningful commentary on blogs, articles, etc.. When you’re tempted to start 

an argument, leave it alone. Social Media spats are traps and time wasters, and they’ll ultimately 
reflect poorly on your image. 

• [ ] Blog your reaction to the most helpful/entertaining item you’ve found on this search. 
• [ ] Engage a handful of contacts on Twitter. Rotate through your professional lists to help foster 

relationships throughout your networks. 
• [ ] Schedule/fulfill an appointment for a face-to-face contact. People who enjoy your input will 

converse with you or promote you. People who get a chance to meet you will give hearty 
recommendations that pay off. 

• [ ] Limit your social media usage to 1-2 hours at most. Spending too much time leads to general 
ineffectiveness and even depression. 

• [ ] Start at least one discussion about a company or companies you’re interested in. Ask around, 
and you’ll find that people give you very helpful opinions—and the conversation will 
organically help connect you to the people who can help you land a job. 
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